We would like to thank Merrill Corporation, Rimkus Consulting Group, and National City for their support of the Young Lawyers Seminar. Their support is greatly appreciated. The YLD would also like to thank its wonderful speakers.

Thank you:

- **Rimkus** expert, Scott Howell, presenter on “Practical Considerations When Retaining an Expert.”
- **Paula Giovacchini**, Gio Group, presenter on “Understanding Your Work Style to Enhance Your Relationships with Clients and Colleagues.”
- In-house counsel from **U.S. Foods**, Lynn Watkins-Asiyanbi and **Boeing Company’s Chekisha Mitchell**, panel on creating and maintaining relationships with in-house counsel.
- **Merrill Corp.’s, Steve Seltzer**, presenter on “Use of Depositions and Technology at Trial.”
- **Jeff Hebrank**, partner with **Hepler Broom**, presenter on “Making connections and building business as a Young Lawyer” for contributing to the seminar.

The YLD continues to offer monthly meetings with speaker presentations for CLE credit. This spring will feature speakers regarding Green Building, using social websites to create business and increase your network and more on business development. The Annual Blood Drive will take place in June this year. Details on spring meetings and the blood drive will be sent out soon.

Thanks goes out to all those who participated in the YLD’s fall winter clothing drive and the holiday toy drive. Both collections were a success.

If you are an IDC Attorney practicing 10 years or less, or you are a law student, you are automatically in the Young Lawyers Division. Join the YLD Committee to get more involved in the IDC. If you are interested in receiving more information about the YLD Committee, please contact YLD Chair, Jennifer Groszek at jgroszek@mckenna-law.com.
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